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How do we typically think of 
progress in machine learning?
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Measuring progress in machine learning
1. Identify a capability of interest
2. Operationalize that capability clearly

a. Clear examples
b. Clear task description
c. Choice of metric

3. Produce a model that performs well
a. Training (modeling, optimization)
b. Adaptation (finetuning, prompting)

"Evaluation"

"Methods"
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As a field, we've learned how to do Step 3 almost too well!

Dynabench
(Kiela+ 2021)

Normalized
human
performance
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Operationalizing the task has been 
relatively neglected in ML research
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Operationalization 

The transformation of an abstract, theoretical concept into something 
concrete, observable, and measurable in an empirical research project.
Scott and Marshall, 2019

Operationalization turns vague or ambiguous concepts into detailed 
descriptions, which can be measured. Eyler, 2020
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So far, we've largely delegated task operationalization to the benchmark 
creators

But ML is moving beyond benchmark performance on a few standard tasks

We're applying these models to millions of bespoke tasks on-the-fly

People won't (or can't) to spend hours or days ensuring each prompt is 
perfectly unambiguous

A shift in perspective
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Prompt Engineering
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Prompt Engineering

learnprompting.org
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The state of things
1. The tasks we want models to perform are increasingly complex

2. It's hard to specify all the dimensions of the desired task behavior

3. A model's behavior can be arbitrary along unspecified dimensions

A daunting picture!
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A real-world example with GPT-3

14

Training: Make a server for Amy [...]

—> <...command...>,
location = USA

Test: Make a server for Nikhil [...]

-> <...command...>,
location = India
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AmbiBench: A simple testbed for 
task ambiguity in language models
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Multiple-feature ambiguity

Every example has multiple possible labels!
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Can models use examples to disambiguate 
between two possible tasks?
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the best models are comparable to humans
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Can we improve the performance of standard 
language models?
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Idea: meta-train models to 
generalize as we would like 
in cases of task ambiguity

See how well models learn 
new ambiguous tasks
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GPT-3
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GPT-3

GPT-3 meta-learning (control)
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GPT-3

GPT-3 meta-learning (control)

GPT-3 meta-learning (ambiguous)
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Dramatic improvement 
on new tasks!

GPT-3

GPT-3 meta-learning (control)

GPT-3 meta-learning (ambiguous)
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Task ambiguity in a command line assistant
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Task ambiguity in a command line assistant

Half of the time, 
the model will 
place the 
bucket outside 
Japan

But models 
learn the right 
behavior after a 
single example
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Task ambiguity in a command line assistant

(More experiments in the paper!) 
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Where does this leave us?
Many problems get solved with scale

Task ambiguity gets harder and more important with scale

As models perform increasingly complex tasks, the amount of 
potential ambiguity increases exponentially

Especially important as models are potentially applied in 
high-stakes settings
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